The largest network for
businesses committed to sustainability
Create your sustainable and verified identity. Grow your network with businesses
endorsed by sustainability initiatives. Promote transparency and trustworthiness.

What is Sustainability Map?
The Sustainability Map is a free online gateway that
enables businesses to promote their sustainable
practices, gain visibility in the international
supply chain and connect to international buyers.
Companies can easily create and manage online
profiles and start to market their businesses.

Over 57’000 companies including
international buyers, intermediaries and
producers from more than 20 countries
have created their company profiles on
Sustainability Map.

The future of sustainability!
� Empowers MSMEs committed to sustainable
production and processing to increase their
business potential.
� Supports international brands in sustainable
sourcing and check the validity of their partners’
certification claims.
� Assists sustainability enablers collaborate in
a United Nations lead project to build the first
global public network of certified businesses.

Cutting-edge technologies in data solutions
By leveraging the latest technology advancements, we aim to decentralize data and build more bridges
between entities committed to sustainability.
Free unique ID to take
part in blockchain and
traceability solutions

Validated data, from
trustworthy sources

Building transparency for a sustainable future

Strong data privacy and
confidentiality on UN
servers

www.sustainabilitymap.org

How can you benefit from Sustainability Map?
For Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises
Sustainability Map empowers MSMEs committed to sustainable
production and processing to increase their business potential.

“
“

We want to tell more about
our sustainability journey and
commitment to the SDGs.
Sustainability Map enables
connections with clients and
consumers who can learn and
share our story.
Create your business profile

� Gain visibility towards potential buyers looking for
sustainable products
� Create an online profile and QR code to market your
business globally
� Easily verify the validity of your certifications and
sustainability claims

For Brands
Sustainability Map supports international brands in sustainable
sourcing and check the validity of their partners’ certification
claims.
� Access trustworthy data and verify suppliers’ sustainability
claims
� Map and give transparency to your supply chain
� Tell your sustainability story and strenghten your brand
image to consumers

“

ITC Sustainability Map helps
us in involving respectfully
all stakeholders, especially
suppliers and factories, under
the neutral roof of the UN.

Manage your network

For Sustainability Enablers

“

ICS
believes
that
Sustainability Map, will help
monitor and control working
conditions and environmental
impacts
across
highly
globalized networks of actors.
Let’s work together

Sponsored by

By leveraging the latest technology advancements, Sustainability
Map aims to decentralize data and build more bridges between
entities committed to sustainability.
� Display certification & help create a global public network
of sustainable companies across sustainable initiatives
� Leverage our unique identifier to take part in blockchain
project focussing on transparency & traceability
� We take care of integrating your data and updating it for
you. We are working on an API that will automatize the
data transfer

Contact us:

sustainability@intracen.org

